A SANCTUARY OF
THE SENSES

SAXON SPA
Step into the Saxon Spa, an oasis nestled in its unique surroundings. Cascading water features, a signature fireplace and influences of copper and Himalayan salts set the backdrop for a restful journey. This metropolitan spa offers holistic disciplines of a spa journey, giving our guests time to rediscover a healthy and discerning lifestyle.

With its soothing water features, striking fireplace and healing influences of copper and Himalayan salts, the Saxon Spa provides the perfect setting for physical and mental rejuvenation. These healing natural elements have been strategically integrated into the spa’s luxurious design to promote vitality and balance.

Every treatment room is ionised by a locally hand-crafted Himalayan salt chandelier which purifies the surrounding air. Copper is a healing metal that has been used for thousands of years for its healing and energy-boosting properties. The soothing sounds of flowing water from the water features and hydro facilities add to the tranquil atmosphere of the spa.

The uplifting aromas of the Saxon Spa’s signature scent will surround you throughout your spa journey. The revitalising scent blends therapeutic notes of rosemary, eucalyptus, rose and jasmine petals, pomegranate blossoms, musk, cedarwood and sandalwood.

From the healing cleansing of the Hammam, to therapeutic vibrations of the Signature Sound Therapy, to the stress-relieving Rasul Spa Ritual, the Saxon Spa’s Signature Journeys are a unique collection of the ultimate rejuvenative therapies. Combining the healing wisdom of ancient rituals with the modern edge of luxury spa products, each of these holistic Signature Journeys will engage all of your senses and restore balance to your mind, body and spirit.

To start your relaxation process, each spa therapy or treatment journey begins with a welcoming milk foot ritual to soak away your day-to-day stresses. Your spa journey can be further personalised by selecting your choice of background music.
HOLISTIC WELLBEING

The tranquil lower level of the Saxon Spa is a serene oasis of hydro facilities, water features and outdoor spaces. The spa suites offer privacy for our guests and couples. Heaven on Earth is set in a double treatment room and gives couples a romantically intimate setting to enjoy a bathing ritual, followed by a light platter and sparkling wine. Eden, our aptly named glass-enclosed couples’ treatment room, is set amongst the outdoor spa gardens.

Internationally renowned, award-winning brands and philosophies are used for facial and body treatments and therapies. The power of nature’s healing ingredients, together with advanced technology and research, is harnessed to offer our guests the ultimate skin and body care solutions. Our premium product selection achieves unparalleled skin care results. We are committed to providing our discerning guests with a revitalising experience that restores health and vitality.

Our spa philosophy is to provide each and every guest with a fully immersive, holistically healing experience. We offer our guests a rejuvenating escape from the stresses of the modern world and take them on a luxuriously healing journey.

A tranquil rest area provides our guests with the time and space to revive their energy in-between and after treatments. The Saxon Spa has a specially designed, health-conscious menu, offering a variety of wholesome food and drinks for you to order throughout the day.

The Saxon Spa is the ultimate retreat for holistic healing and restoring balance of the body, mind and soul.

Give the gift of rejuvenation with a spa retreat voucher. Saxon Spa gift vouchers can be chosen and customised to suit the individual.
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE SERENITY OF OUR SANCTUARY
Your supreme journey begins with a welcoming milk foot ritual that soaks away your day-to-day stresses. This is followed by a full body Himalayan salt scrub, with the immersive Saxon signature scent, to renew your skin cells and reveal unbelievably soft, glowing skin. Once the scrub is showered off, your body is pampered with an expert stress-dissolving full body hot granite massage. This decadent specialised massage uses the heat-retaining stone, together with rhythmic massage movements, to warm and ease the muscles of tension. A cold rose quartz crystal is then used to relieve and heal muscular inflammation. This treatment is an absolute must for all your body's stress and tension relief needs.

Sound Therapy
60 min
Embark on a spiritual journey with the Saxon Spa’s unique Signature Sound Therapy. The therapeutic sound vibrations of gongs, cymbals, Tibetan singing bowls and bells are used to balance and restore the body's natural energy centres. Performed on the comfort of a heated water bed, this treatment is combined to enhance the rebalancing of your energy flow.

Sound Therapy Advanced
75 min
Reach a deep state of relaxation and re-energise your chakra centre with Crystal Therapy. This holistic experience takes place in the heavenly scents of the Saxon Spa Signature perfume with infusions of warm, earthy scented baobab oils, which are prized for their skin nourishing and restructuring properties.

You will then rinse away your worries under the rain shower, and reveal skin smoother than ever before. Your body and mind will now enjoy the native healing properties of the massage, which uses deep touch therapy combined with the Kalahari seed, calabash and rungu stick in rhythmic, melodic movements that transports you out of the now. Our organic body butter is a rejuvenating elixir of skin-smoothing red- and honey-bush teas, skin-healing aloe and the skin-firming kola nut, reviving the skin with an incredible glow.

Heaven on Earth Journey
60 min
Looking to take some time out to relax and bond with your partner? Escape to our romantically intimate Heaven on Earth couple's suite. Here, you will feel free to unwind and enjoy a luxurious spa bathing ritual for two. This is then followed by a glass of sparkling wine and a light platter which can be enjoyed on the private garden deck. Book a couple’s experience and upgrade with a Heaven on Earth Journey.

Hammmam Signature Journeys
90 min
Steeped in ancient Middle Eastern tradition, Hammam is a cleansing, full body ritual that is among the most effective treatments in the world. The relaxing ritual utilises the undeniable health benefits of steam and warmth. The healing properties make this journey incredibly beneficial for body and mind.

Saxon African Opulence Signature Journey
90 min
The Saxon African Opulence Signature Journey takes inspiration from our continent’s most cherished healing traditions that have been passed down through the generations. It invites you to indulge in the healing properties of Africa’s most treasured natural elements in a holistically reviving treatment.

Your multi-sensory African journey begins with the soothing signature foot ritual. Your body will then experience the rejuvenative benefits of a full body exfoliation with 'putu papi'; a traditional mamele-meal based scrub. Your senses will be enveloped in the heavenly scents of the Saxon Spa Signature perfume with infusions of warm, earthy scented baobab oils, which are prized for their skin nourishing and restructuring properties.

You will then rinse away your worries under the rain shower, and reveal skin smoother than ever before. Your body and mind will now enjoy the native healing properties of the massage, which uses deep touch therapy combined with the Kalahari seed, calabash and rungu stick in rhythmic, melodic movements that transports you out of the now. Our organic body butter is a rejuvenating elixir of skin-smoothing red- and honey-bush teas, skin-healing aloe and the skin-firming kola nut, reviving the skin with an incredible glow.

The foam soap is ideal for hydrating and firming the skin, giving it a youthful glow.

Hammmam Savoir Noir Cleanse
The traditional Hammam black soap has a deep-cleansing, detoxifying power that is perfect for targeting cellulite. It is ideal for severely dry skin or Rosacea.

Hammmam Foam Soap Cleanse
The foam soap is ideal for hydrating and firming the skin, giving it a youthful glow.

Mother-To-Be Pregnancy Journey
90 min
This soothing treatment was specifically developed to ease the physical strain that pregnancy puts on the body. The treatment begins with a gentle exfoliation, followed by the massage. The Mama Mio signature massage movements combined with the uplifting natural aromas will take you on a restful journey. Ease away the physical symptoms of pregnancy such as easing lower back pain and reducing foot swelling with this nurturing treatment that will leave you feeling radiant and re-energised.

The Spa Hydro
All of the Saxon Spa’s state-of-the-art hydro facilities, both indoor and outdoor, are available to guests who are joining us for therapies.

The Saxon Spa’s Signature Journeys are a collection of the ultimate rejuvenative journeys, which include the healing cleansing of the Hammam, the therapeutic vibrations of the Signature Sound Therapy and the stress-relieving Rusal Spa Ritual. All of these holistic Signature journeys harness the healing wisdom of ancient rituals, together with the modern edge of luxury products to restore balance to your mind and body.

Molton Brown Signature Journey - NEW 90 min
Experience the ultimate in indulgent escapism with our uplifting Molton Brown Signature Journey. Set in the tranquil setting of a candlelit Hammam Signature Suite, this is an intensely restorative treatment that indulges your body with the rejuvenative benefits of skin-renewing exfoliation, detoxifying massage and balancing crystal therapy.

After our signature soothing foot ritual, the first step of the rejuvenating treatment is a Marine loofah exfoliation to stimulate blood flow and remove dead skin cells. This is followed by an exfoliation with the ambrosial-packed Molton Brown Orange & Bergamot Body Scrub to refine the skin, and then a wash with the refreshing Bath & Shower Gel. A Vichy shower rinses off the Bergamot Body Scrub to refine the skin, and then a wash with the refreshing Bath & Shower Gel. A Vichy shower rinses off the

Saxon Himalayan Signature Journey 90 min
The Saxon Spa promises this Signature Journey to be the most sublime experience. This premium therapy will leave you feeling completely rejuvenated.
La Prairie Hydrating Facial 60 min

and a voluminous blow wave. End off your spa journey with a transformed with a luxurious Caviar Hair Treatment Chronologiste ensures your feet are on point. Last but not least, your hair will be Saxon Himalayan Signature Journey. A Saxon Luxury Pedicure

Saxon Luxury Pedicure 60 min
Caviar Hair Treatment Chronologiste 60 min
Blow Wave (length dependent) 60 min
Lunch

Journey to Body Glow Package 2 hrs 30 min

Restore the healthy glow of your body with this transformative package. Kick-start the rejuvenation with a stress-relieving 60 minute HARNN Body Therapy Scrub, followed by a stress-relieving 60 minute Hot Stone Massage. Lastly, your face is left illuminated with a Classic Facial.

Package includes:
HARNN Body Therapy Scrub 30 min
Hot Stone Massage 60 min
Classic Facial 60 min
Lunch is not included

Journey to Body Rejuvenation Package 5 hrs

Revitalise and invigorate your body, starting with a detoxifying 60 minute Body Ritual Wrap. Take time out to de-stress with any tension-relieving 60 minute Massage. Renew your facial glow with a Classic Facial, and then put your best foot forward with a Saxon Luxury Pedicure. End off this rejuvenating spa experience with a delicious lunch.

Package includes:
Body Ritual Wrap 60 min
Any Massage of your choice 60 min
Classic Facial 60 min
Saxon Luxury Pedicure 60 min
Lunch

Journey to Complete Restoration Package 5 hrs

Want to look and feel your best you? This rejuvenating package will leave you groomed and glowing from tip to toe. Put your best face forward with a Classic Facial, followed by any stress-dissolving 60 minute Massage. It all ties up with a Saxon Luxury Manicure and Luxury Pedicure. Your restorative spa journey ends with a delicious lunch.

Package includes:
Classic Facial 60 min
Any Massage of your choice 60 min
Saxon Luxury Manicure 60 min
Saxon Luxury Pedicure 60 min
Lunch

Men’s Executive Package 3 hrs

This Executive Package offers the ultimate in gentlemen’s grooming. Rejuvenate and restore your skin with a 60 minute La Prairie Men’s Signature Facial, followed by a tension-relieving 60 minute Deep Tissue Massage. This is all finished off with a face-smoothing Gentlemen’s Tonic Hot Towel Shave.

Package includes:
La Prairie Men’s Signature Facial 60 min
Deep Tissue Massage 60 min
Gentlemen’s Tonic Hot Towel Shave / Gent’s Cut 60 min
Lunch is not included

Time Together Package 1 hr 45 min

Spend some quality time with that special someone. First, escape to the beautifully mosaiced Rasul Chamber for the multi-sensory bathing ritual of the Rasul, followed by an indulgent 60 minute stress-dissolving massage that completes your de-stressing journey.

Package includes:
Rasul Spa Ritual 45 min
Massage 60 min
Lunch is not included

The Heaven on Earth Couples Package 3 hrs 30 min

Perfect for the couple who are looking for some much-needed, intimate time out, this package takes place in our romantic Heaven on Earth couple’s suite. First, your best faces will be revealed with a revitalising Classic Facial. You will then be treated to any relaxing 60 minute Massage, followed by a Pressure Point Foot Massage. Thereafter, as part of the Heaven on Earth Journey, you have an hour to unwind and enjoy a luxury spa bathing ritual for two. Enjoy a glass of sparkling wine and a platter which will be served on the private garden deck.

Package includes:
Classic Facial 60 min
Any Massage 60 min
Pressure Point Foot Massage 30 min
Heaven on Earth Journey 60 min
Sparkling wine and 1 platter for 2

Mother-To-Be Signature Package 3 hrs 30 min

This pampering package is perfect for spoiling the Mom-to-be from head to toe. A gentle exfoliation enhances the pregnancy glow, revealing smooth, radiant skin. This is followed by a soothing pregnancy massage that eases the physical strains on the body, allowing Mom a restful escape. The Mom-to-be will then enjoy a relaxing 60 minute Massage, followed by a Pressure Point Foot Massage. Thereafter, as part of the Heaven on Earth Journey, you have an hour to unwind and enjoy a luxury spa bathing ritual for two. Enjoy a glass of sparkling wine and a platter which will be served on the private garden deck.

Package includes:
Mother-To-Be Pregnancy Journey 90 min
Saxon Luxury Pedicure 60 min
Lunch
A FULLY IMMERSIVE, HOLISTICALLY HEALING EXPERIENCE
The Saxon Spa offers a diverse range of highly effective, targeted facial skin treatments for all skin conditions, utilising leading global skin care brands. Our multi-step facial systems deeply cleanse, exfoliate, moisturise, treat and nourish the skin. The result is a clear, well-hydrated complexion with a visibly youthful glow. Our specialist skin care practitioners are equipped to recommend the best-suited treatment to achieve optimal results.

Visia Complexion Analysis - NEW 30 min
You can now achieve your best skin results with treatments and products that are best suited to your skin’s needs with a VISIA™ Complexion Analysis. The innovative machine uses state-of-the-art technology to analyse your skin, provides our spa practitioners with in-depth insight into your skin. This allows us to provide you with a bespoke, highly-personalised treatment and tailored home-care regime. It is a particularly effective visual communication tool to aid skin rejuvenation patients.

VISIA’s skin analysis forms part of our initial facial consultation process by establishing your skin condition with photos that measure wrinkles, spots, pores, evenness, UV spots and porphyrins (levendence of bacteria lodged in pores, which may lead to acne). This enables our skin therapists to identify your skin’s needs that need to be addressed, and then advise on and adapt the best treatment suited to your skin's unique needs.

This analysis is provided at R500, but it is complimentary with a spend of R5 000 or more on skin care products.

La Prairie Facials
Indulge and revive your skin with the ultimate in anti-ageing skin care extravagance with our expert La Prairie Facials. La Prairie goes beyond ordinary skin care to intercept ageing at its source, with exceptional products that perform with unparalleled results.

Book a La Prairie Facial to experience the promise of timeless beauty and reveal your best you.

Ultra Hydrating Facial 60 min
The ultimate make-over for dehydrated, stressed skin, this specialised facial is tailored to your specific skin needs to achieve the most dramatic results. This exquisite treatment rigorously rebuilds, renews and recharges the skin, reviving luminosity and restoring firmness. The result: Younger-looking skin that glows.

Swiss Ice Crystal Facial 90 min
Combat the first signs of ageing and reveal younger-looking, energised skin with this intensely moisturising and nourishing facial. It incorporates an exquisite eye and face massage, using clear and rose quartz crystals for ultimate relaxation. Ideal for skin that needs moisture and nourishment.

Caviar Lift Facial 90 min
Feed your skin with the pure luxury of a caviar infused face and eye massage. The essential nutrients and intense hydration instantly lift and firm your skin to reveal perfect tone and texture. Skin is left luminous, radiant and silky soft. This facial is suited for all skin types that are starting to show signs of ageing.

Caviar Volumizing Facial 90 min
A pure luxury, results-driven treatment for all skin types, that plumps up and perfects the tone and texture of the skin. The Absolute Caviar infused face massage transforms the skin to reveal a dramatically more youthful appearance. It provides rich hydration, essential nutrients and nourishment, without the need for fillers.

Please note that this treatment includes a Cellular 3 minute peel that may temporarily leave the skin rosy or reddened.

Gold Radiance Facial 90 min
Reveal your skin’s inner radiance with La Prairie’s Gold Standard in anti-ageing technology. Pure golden drops of Cellular Radiance Concentrate, combined with gentle heat and masks to enhance the penetration, intensely revitalise and perfect the skin. Your face will be left visibly smoother, brighter and radiantly alive.

Platinum Facial 90 min
Experience the ultimate rejuvenation treatment with this high performance, pure platinum-infused facial. Using La Prairie’s exquisite Platinum Collection, it incorporates an exclusive anti-ageing facial, along with a stress-relieving back massage, for complete hydration and relaxation. It is suited to all skin types and leaves skin completely rejuvenated with a natural glow.

QMS Medicosmetics Facials
Experience the science of advanced, anti-ageing skin care with our QMS Medicosmetics Facials. Based on research-led, collagen-enhancing technology, QMS is a new generation of skin care that regenerates, reconditions and protects the skin. It is a rejuvenating skin care system that combines revolutionary techniques with the highest quality ingredients.

QMS Classic Facial 60 min
Put your best face forward with a specialised facial treatment. The Classic Facial entails a thorough skin analysis by a qualified therapist in order to tailor a treatment that addresses your individual skin condition and needs, to achieve the best results. Your skin will be left revitalised and restored.

Activator Facial 60 min
Looking for the ultimate solution for tired, jetlagged skin? This energising treatment rejuvenates the skin, leaving it firm, fresh and glowing. Based on QMS Medicosmetics’ innovative activation techniques, this facial supplies the skin with active, regenerating ingredients.

Collagen Rejuvenating Facial 75 min
Give your skin a powerful collagen boost with this advanced, anti-ageing treatment that will restore, rejuvenate and revitalise. It features QMS Medicosmetics’ unique system of high-grade collagens, combined with advanced oxidation technology to reveal firmer, healthier skin that glows.

Urban Repair Facial 75 min
Restore your skin’s natural wellness and target the damaging effects of daily pollutants with a treatment that helps to repair your skin’s cellular structure. This facial combines a deep pore decongestion with advanced skin treatment to promote detoxification, boost the metabolism and accelerate epidermal regeneration.

Neo Tissuedermie Facial 75 min
Improve your skin’s overall metabolism with this pioneering ion Skin Equalizer that delivers highly regenerating results through the stimulation of new skin cells. The revolutionary device-free technology transports a concentrated amount of ingredients to the active skin cells, improving elasticity for skin that becomes firmer, fuller and visibly revitalised.

Oxygen Pigment Corrector Facial 75 min
Want to reveal blotch-free, radiantly even-toned skin? This specialised treatment is designed to target dark spots and signs of ageing. It brightens the skin and helps prevent further hyperpigmentation. For best results, we recommend a 3 month course with regular use of SkinTone Light Serum.

Oxygen Facial 90 min
Give your face a breath of fresh air. This highly rejuvenating facial has been uniquely developed to channel ingredients intensively through QMS Medicosmetics’ Oxygen Concentrator Advanced. It encourages circulation, stimulates the regenerative process and effectively firms the skin for a radiant result.
**Elemis Facials**

Reveal your best self with award-winning Elemis treatments that work in natural synergy with your skin, body and mind. Our advanced Elemis Facials allow you to choose a skin care treatment that targets your specific conditions, including pigmentation, deep cleansing, resurfacing, hydrating and anti-ageing. You will get results that look as good as they feel.

**Elemis Classic Facial**

60 min

Put your best face forward with a specialised facial treatment. The Classic Facial entails a thorough skin analysis by a qualified skin therapist in order to tailor a treatment that addresses your individual skin condition and needs to achieve the best results. Your skin will be left revitalised and restored.

**Pro-Collagen Age Defy Facial**

60 min

For skin that feels dramatically firmer and uplifted, this anti-ageing and hydrated skin. Your face will be left with smoothed-out wrinkles, firmed contours and a lifted appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and restructures the eye contour. The treatment promotes collagen synthesis and cell regeneration, leaving you with younger-looking skin.

**Biotec Facial**

75 min

This facial combines a unique high-potency activator and the use of a specially designed Biotec machine to soften and prepare the skin. Each treatment is designed to reboot cellular performance, optimising the skin’s ability to repair, renew and restore the skin. Your face will be left with smooth-out wrinkles, firmed contours and hydrated skin.

**Dynamic Resurfacing Precision Peel Facial**

60 min

For skin that feels more even and looks more radiant, this Tri-Enzyme Resurfacing Facial is the ultimate purifying treatment, designed for deep cleaning. It incorporates micro-encapsulated enzyme therapy to stimulate the skin’s exfoliation process. This reduces fine lines, pigmentation and acne scarring to uncover smoother, glowing skin.

**High Performance Skin Energiser for Men**

60 min

Designed specifically for male skin to combat the harsh, ageing effects of daily shaving, pollution and urban living. This anti-ageing face and eye treatment helps to restore pH, vital moisture and nutrient levels in the skin. It maximises cell regeneration, increasing collagen synthesis and protecting against damaging free radicals.

**Sensitive Skin Soother**

75 min

Perfectly suited for fragile skin that needs special attention. A vibrational massage technique is used to reduce redness and strengthen the top layer of delicate skin. The soothing properties of Moroccan rose, chamomile and apricot are combined to gently cleanse and exfoliate, whilst the deeply nourishing neroli mask leaves skin nurtured and comforted. Texture and tone are dramatically restored and moisture levels are boosted, leaving your skin feeling supremely calm and relaxed.

**Tri-Enzyme Resurfacing Facial**

60 min

Designed for deep cleansing. It incorporates micro-encapsulated enzymes, glycolic acid and crystal, to boost the skin’s cell turnover and regenerate it for further penetration of active ingredients. A stimulating oxygenating blend then delivers an infusion of molecular oxygen to detoxify and eliminate ageing dullness, and restores a translucent radiance, suppleness and smooth, silky softness to your complexion.

**Glycolic Peel - Upgraded treatment**

45 min

The perfect add-on to any Saxon Spa facial to maximise your glow, this revitalising peel is a professional-strength glycolic treatment that improves the appearance of skin imperfections such as fine lines, wrinkles, pigmentation irregularities and blemished skin.

**Classic Radiance and Revitalising Treatment**

60 min

This unique treatment contains a triple exfoliation with fruit enzymes, glycolic acid and crystal, to boost the skin’s cell turnover and regenerate it for further penetration of active ingredients. A stimulating oxygenating blend then delivers an infusion of molecular oxygen to detoxify and eliminate ageing dullness, and restores a translucent radiance, suppleness and smooth, silky softness to your complexion.

**Dermapen Peel**

60 min

With this medical method, the blood circulation is stimulated, pores open up and the skin is now able to optimally absorb the ingredients of the subsequent skin care. The complexion appears brighter and fresher after a peeling effect. GREEN PEEL® Classic revitalises the cells, and your skin glows with a new freshness. This is why the Green Peel treatment is the ideal problem solver for tired skin without freshness, and serves as an effective prevention helper against premature ageing and loss of elasticity - even if your skin hasn’t yet started showing the signs of ageing.

**Dermapen Peel**

60 min

This advanced skin needling technology vertically pierces the skin with multiple needles and an automatic vibrating function. When moved across the skin’s surface, it stimulates natural collagen reproduction, creating fine channels in the skin. This increases the absorption of active ingredients into the skin, stimulating repair and faster exfoliating results. Preparation of the skin prior to the treatment takes 15 minutes.
Dissolve away your stress, ease tense muscles, release toxins and boost your circulation with Saxon Spa’s soothing massage therapies. Our wide range of specialised massages meet each client’s personal needs. Choose from the four specially selected treatment oils to enhance your mood for upliftment and relaxation.

**Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage** 45 min
Life’s daily stresses accumulate into knots of muscle tension in the back, neck and shoulders, causing stiffness and discomfort. This massage uses firm, yet soothing hand techniques to ease tense muscles and dissolve away areas of tension. A back massage stimulates the production of endorphins, dopamine and serotonin, all chemicals that make the body feel good.

**Classic Swedish Massage** 60/90 min
Achieve an overall sense of wellbeing with this traditional massage. It applies controlled pressure to relieve muscle tension, for physical and mental relaxation and health. The medium-pressure massage technique stimulates blood circulation, decreases stress, improves range of motion and encourages muscle relaxation.

**Aroma Hot Stone Massage** 60/90 min
Take your body on a relaxing journey with this hot stone massage. It uses the rejuvenating scents of essential oils to create a feeling of comfort and ease. The massage techniques, using hot stones, soothe aching muscles and relieve tension, while the heat allows the skin to absorb the oils.

**Aromatherapy Massage** 60/90 min
Relax, energise and detox with this therapeutic full body massage. Aromatherapy uses therapeutic essential oils that are specially selected for your body and mind’s needs. The combination of the scented oils and the soothing massage will promote an overall sense of wellbeing and leave you feeling like a new you.

**Lymphatic Drainage** 90 min
Manual lymph drainage is a therapeutic massage treatment which uses light pressure and long, gentle, rhythmic strokes to increase the flow of lymph and reduce toxins in your body. Some of the benefits of manual lymph drainage include boosting the immune system and improving the skin texture by reducing cellulite, puffiness and water retention.

**Elemis Sensory Massages**

**Deep Tissue Massage** 30/60/90 min
An aromatic oil is selected according to your concerns, whether it is for muscle pain, stress relief, or emotional balance. Skin is prepped to release toxins, and the vigorous massage works deep into the tension to improve circulation. It will leave you feeling grounded and focused.

**Deeper than Deep Hot Stone Therapy Massage** 30/60/90 min
Excellent for tension and severe muscle spasm, this therapy achieves all-over deep relaxation. The penetrating heat from the stones is worked over the body, deep into the muscles to relieve tension, while skin is intensely moisturised with Frangipani Monoi Body Oil. The result is sparkling vitality and glowing skin.

**Mom-To-Be Massage Therapies**

**Elemis Peaceful Pregnancy Massage** 75 min
These tried and tested massage techniques have been safely adapted to each stage of the pregnancy journey. This nurturing treatment helps relieve tension in the lower and upper back, as well as reducing swelling of the hands and feet. It leaves the Mom-to-be feeling uplifted and at ease.

**Mama Mio Pregnancy Massage** 75 min
Ease Moms of all the discomforts experienced during pregnancy, with the Mama Mio Pregnancy Massage. This treatment focuses on mental and physical wellbeing, with signature moves specially designed with Mom’s comfort in mind. The natural, relaxing aromas of the essential oils will re-energise and revitalise Mom.
Developed to enhance the way your body looks and feels, our expert range of body treatments utilise leading, luxury body care brands to exfoliate and renew your skin. It detoxifies and nourishes your body and reveals softer, glowing skin. The Saxon Spa’s body treatments incorporate the therapeutic powers of aromatherapy to rejuvenate both body and mind.

**Body Therapies**

**HARNN Body Therapies**

Excite your senses, renew your skin and awaken your soul with these oriental scrubs designed to rejuvenate and restore your wellbeing. This Body Therapy does not include a mini facial.

- **Oriental Herb Scrub**
  - 30 min
  - Allow your mind to escape in a fragrant experience reminiscent of an Asian tropical paradise. HARNN’s Oriental Herb’s essential oil blend combines lemongrass, kaffir lime, peppermint and mint oils for a perfect balance of zest. Natural extracts from yacon, wild pansy, black pepper, organic cactus and corn, help revitalise and hydrate, for healthier, smoother skin.

- **Tropical Wood Scrub Ritual**
  - 60 min
  - Delve the signs of ageing and reveal healthy skin with the HARNN’s Tropical Wood Body Scrub Ritual. It combines the soothing aromas of pure essential oil of sandalwood and orange blossom with fresh cells extracting actives, enriched with vitamins and anti-oxidant properties. Nano-White Technology helps reduce skin discolourations from today’s harmful environment.

**Elemis Body Therapies**

- **Lime and Ginger Scrub**
  - 45 min
  - Inspired by the traditional flower that symbolises the purity of love and respect, the Jasmine Body Scrub Ritual will uplift and purify your mind with the unsurpassed aromatherapy properties of HARNN’s jasmine essential oil. Pomegranate extract, rice germ oil, wheat germ oil and aloe vera clarify, nourish and moisturise the skin, while the sweet scent of the jasmine essential oil rejuvenates your mind.

- **Frangipani Scrub**
  - 45 min
  - Transport your body and mind on a rejuvenating, fragrant journey inspired by Eastern heritage, a wisdom passed down through generations. With our luxurious HARNN treatments, you will find yourself immersed in the finest essential rice oils of your choice, giving your skin an unrivalled moisture benefit.

- **Jasmine Body Scrub**
  - 30 min
  - Inspired by the traditional flower that symbolises the purity of love and respect, the Jasmine Body Scrub Ritual will uplift and purify your mind with the unsurpassed aromatherapy properties of HARNN’s jasmine essential oil. Pomegranate extract, rice germ oil, wheat germ oil and aloe vera clarify, nourish and moisturise the skin, while the sweet scent of the jasmine essential oil rejuvenates your mind.

**Body Nectar Nourish Wrap**

- **60 min**
  - The nutrient-rich wrap encourages superb skin health through powerful detoxification. It stimulates the body’s toxin elimination process, restores equilibrium and boosts energy levels. Your skin is left silky soft and conditioned.

**Ocean Spa**

- **Hot Mineral Boost Massage**
  - 60 min
  - This powerful treatment is ideal for jetlagged travellers. It stimulates every cell in the body, helping to alleviate muscular pain and remove toxins. The heated minerals are a catalyst to warm and deeply relax the body, and amber balm nourishes while the mind is whisked off to invigorating shores with the aromatic Ocean Spa. This is a revolutionary mineral-charged experience of skin conditioning, metabolic balancing and energising wellness.

**Thousand Flower Detox Wrap**

- **90 min**
  - Experience a complete body reinvigoration with this ultimate detoxifying treatment. The nutrient-rich wrap encourages superb skin health through powerful detoxification. It stimulates the body’s toxin elimination process, restores equilibrium and boosts energy levels. Your skin is left silky soft and conditioned.

**RITUALS**

**HARNN Signature Therapies**

- **Tropical Wood Body Scrub Ritual**
  - It combines the soothing aromas of pure essential oil of sandalwood and orange blossom with fresh cells extracting actives, enriched with vitamins and anti-oxidant properties. Nano-White Technology helps reduce skin discolourations from today’s harmful environment.

- **Jasmine Body Ritual**
  - 60 min
  - Inspired by the traditional flower that symbolises the purity of love and respect, the Jasmine Body Scrub Ritual will uplift and purify your mind with the unsurpassed aromatherapy properties of HARNN’s jasmine essential oil. Pomegranate extract, rice germ oil, wheat germ oil and aloe vera clarify, nourish and moisturise the skin, while the sweet scent of the jasmine essential oil rejuvenates your mind.

- **Hot Mineral Boost Massage**
  - 60 min
  - This powerful treatment is ideal for jetlagged travellers. It stimulates every cell in the body, helping to alleviate muscular pain and remove toxins. The heated minerals are a catalyst to warm and deeply relax the body, and amber balm nourishes while the mind is whisked off to invigorating shores with the aromatic Ocean Spa. This is a revolutionary mineral-charged experience of skin conditioning, metabolic balancing and energising wellness.

- **Thousand Flower Detox Wrap**
  - 90 min
  - Experience a complete body reinvigoration with this ultimate detoxifying treatment. The nutrient-rich wrap encourages superb skin health through powerful detoxification. It stimulates the body’s toxin elimination process, restores equilibrium and boosts energy levels. Your skin is left silky soft and conditioned.

**Elemis Signature Therapies**

- **Tropical Wood Body Scrub Ritual**
  - It combines the soothing aromas of pure essential oil of sandalwood and orange blossom with fresh cells extracting actives, enriched with vitamins and anti-oxidant properties. Nano-White Technology helps reduce skin discolourations from today’s harmful environment.

- **Jasmine Body Ritual**
  - 60 min
  - Inspired by the traditional flower that symbolises the purity of love and respect, the Jasmine Body Scrub Ritual will uplift and purify your mind with the unsurpassed aromatherapy properties of HARNN’s jasmine essential oil. Pomegranate extract, rice germ oil, wheat germ oil and aloe vera clarify, nourish and moisturise the skin, while the sweet scent of the jasmine essential oil rejuvenates your mind.

- **Hot Mineral Boost Massage**
  - 60 min
  - This powerful treatment is ideal for jetlagged travellers. It stimulates every cell in the body, helping to alleviate muscular pain and remove toxins. The heated minerals are a catalyst to warm and deeply relax the body, and amber balm nourishes while the mind is whisked off to invigorating shores with the aromatic Ocean Spa. This is a revolutionary mineral-charged experience of skin conditioning, metabolic balancing and energising wellness.

- **Thousand Flower Detox Wrap**
  - 90 min
  - Experience a complete body reinvigoration with this ultimate detoxifying treatment. The nutrient-rich wrap encourages superb skin health through powerful detoxification. It stimulates the body’s toxin elimination process, restores equilibrium and boosts energy levels. Your skin is left silky soft and conditioned.
The Saxon Spa has a collection of specialised spa treatments and packages for our discerning male guests. From unwinding to grooming, we have tailored male therapies to suit your desired spa experience. Spoil the special man in your life with an intimate spa bonding experience, with our spa packages that are ideal for couples.

**Men's Executive Package 3 hrs**
This Executive Package offers the ultimate in gentlemen’s grooming. Rejuvenate and restore your skin with a 60 minute La Prairie Men’s Signature Facial, followed by a tension-relieving 60 minute Deep Tissue Massage. This is all finished off with a face-smoothing Gentlemen’s Tonic Hot Towel Shave.

**Package includes:**
- La Prairie Men’s Signature Facial 60 min
- Deep Tissue Massage 60 min
- Gentlemen’s Tonic Hot Towel Shave / Gent’s Cut 60 min
- Lunch is not included

La Prairie Men’s Signature Facial 60 min
Want renewed and restored skin? This facial is specifically developed to eliminate skin impurities and congestion, while energising and conditioning the skin. This instant cleansing treatment leaves the skin feeling renewed, restored and younger-looking.

Elemis High Performance Skin Energiser for Men 60 min
Designed specifically for male skin to combat the harsh, ageing effects of daily shaving, pollution and urban living, this anti-ageing face and eye treatment helps to restore pH, vital moisture and nutrient levels in the skin. It maximises cell regeneration, increasing collagen synthesis and protecting against damaging free radicals.

Gentlemen’s Executive Services
Man up and get groomed with our Gents’ Executive Services that will have you looking dashing and distinguished, whether it is for a business meeting, a formal occasion or just to look the best version of you.

**Gentlemen’s Beard Trim 30 min**
If you’re bearded and proud, allow our barbers of distinction to keep your facial hair looking neat, groomed and just as you like it.

**Gentlemen’s Tonic Hot Towel Shave 45 min**
If you are more of a smooth operator, our hot towel shave opens up the pores and softens the hairs to ensure that you get a close, clean shave that leaves you with a face that looks as smooth as it feels.

Gents’ Executive Signature Experience 2 hrs
This Executive Signature Experience has been developed to address all the grooming needs of our discerning male guests. Our package of male grooming treatments will ensure that you look and feel your personal best.

**Package includes:**
- Hair Treatment 15 min
- Cut and Style 45 min
- Gentlemen’s Tonic Hot Towel Shave 45 min
- Mini Facial Treatment 15 min
- Lunch is not included

Gentlemen’s Tonic Wet Shave and Clarifying Treatment 60 min
Put your best face forward with a close, wet shave that leaves your face looking and feeling expertly smooth and well-groomed. This expert shave is followed by a clarifying facial treatment to deep-cleanse the pores to prevent any break-outs.
A good hair day is great. A great hair day is even better - it all starts at the Saxon’s Hair Spa. Our hair specialists are well equipped to optimise your hair’s wellbeing with highly specialised hair treatments and products to suit your specific needs and condition. Our full range of hair care services include cutting, colouring and styling to keep your hair looking glossy and glam for every occasion.

Hair Spa Treatments
Using only industry-leading hair care brands and hair technologies at the Hair Spa, we have a specialised treatment to treat each and every hair need. Our treatments penetrate deep into the hair shaft to revitalise and recondition every strand of hair, leaving you with a luscious head of locks. Sit back, relax and let us take care of that bad hair day.

Kérastase Fusio-Dose 15 min
From a selection of 20 different combinations, we specially tailor-create a Fusio-Dose solution based on your individual hair concerns to give you the optimum result.

Moroccan Oil Mask 30 min
Indulge and repair your dry, damaged hair with a moisture-rich Moroccan Oil Mask. The rich, creamy formula will regenerate and revile each strand for improved texture, shine and manageability. You will be left with hair so healthy, it shines!

Caviar Hair Treatment Chronologiste 60 min
Experience total hair and scalp renewal with the highest concentration of unique abyssine for scalp regeneration. Perfect for all hair types, this hair treatment will leave your hair feeling nourished, regenerated and light, with a soft, velvety touch.

Kevin.Murphy Treat.Me - NEW
Kevin.Murphy Treat.Me is a professional treatment system. Kevin.Murphy Treatments use the best of nature and technology with skin care ingredients. Working on a molecular level we vow to improve the texture, shine, moisture and overall health of your hair and scalp. Think of this as a facial for your hair. We will remove dead and rough particles using gentle and natural fruit acids (AHAs) from papaya, citrus and pineapple. Replace lost moisture and strength to reveal soft, touchable and glowing hair.

Treat.Me Moisture - NEW 20 min
For hair that is dehydrated, frizzy or chemically treated. Add weightless shine and softness to your hair with this personalised in-salon treatment. Precious oils and plant extracts will not only hydrate, regenerate and restructure, they will rebuild from the inside out with no weight, leaving your hair manageable and enlivened. Includes sensory massage.

Treat.Me Strength - NEW 20 min
For distressed hair that is weak, brittle and damaged. Restore youthful lustre and resilience to dry, damaged and premature ageing of hair. Inspired by the unique revitalising and preserving properties of the Immortelle, the transformative in-salon ritual includes a sensory massage and combination of Young.Again to uncover your hair’s previous luminosity, bounce and strength. Your hair will be left feeling young again! Includes sensory massage.

Hair Styling
The Hair Spa offers a wide range of hair styling services, including Blow Dry, Cut and Blow, Colour and specialised Ethnic-specific styles.

Please note that prices are subject to hair length and specific style.
Nail the perfect manicure while you relax in our elegantly intimate manicure bar. Express your mood or match your outfit by selecting your perfect shade from our wide range of nail varnish. Our offering includes specialised hand and nail treatments that use Margaret Dabbs’ award-winning Fabulous Hands products.

**Saxon Luxury Manicure 60 min**
This luxurious hand treatment is perfect for dehydrated hands. Relax and renew your hands with a manicure that incorporates the revitalising scent of the Saxon Signature fragrance to help you unwind. A milk bath soak and a Himalayan salt scrub will leave your hands looking renewed.

**OPI ProSpa Express Manicure 30 min**
The perfect quick de-stress for when you’re in a rush, this manicure features essential OPI ProSpa products and techniques to deliver an elevated experience.

**OPI ProSpa Signature Manicure 60 min**
Known as the ‘can’t live without’ treatment that puts the ‘aah’ back into spa, this indulgent manicure will give you the quintessential OPI ProSpa experience, combining the luxury products with a relaxing acupressure message to relieve tension.

**OPI ProSpa Pamper Manicure 90 min**
Indulge your hands in the ultimate in soothing relaxation with this crème de la crème of manicures. You will be treated to an unparalleled exfoliation, moisturisation and protection, while revelling in a relaxing acupressure massage designed to reduce stress.

**Margaret Dabbs Supreme Manicure 60 min**
Treat your hands to the ultimate luxury. This signature manicure treatment gives outstanding results that are hard to beat. Indulge your hands in the full range of Margaret Dabbs products. The manicure is finished off with a deeply relaxing hand and lower arm massage.

**Margaret Dabbs Hand Massage 30 min**
Feeling tense and stressed out? Treat your hands to the ultimate rejuvenating hand massage. Sit back, relax and enjoy a pampering hand and lower arm massage that relieves stress and tension, leaving you feeling refreshed and recharged.

**OPI Gel Colour Overlay 30 min**
Enjoy the luxury of a manicure that lasts, with the world’s leading brand of gel polish. It applies like polish and lasts like gel.

**Gelish Colour 30 min**
The Gelish Colour applies like polish and lasts like gel.

**Gelish PolyGel Overlay Manicure and Colour 60 min**
Want strong, flexible, feather-light nails? This application combines the best of acrylic and gel, in an all-in-one odourless system to build the nail, providing a perfect shape and medium to grow out your own nail bed.

**Gel Soak-off 30 min**

**PerfectSense Paraffin - Upgraded treatment 15 min**
Our heated paraffin is perfect for dehydrated hands that look chapped, dry and lethargic. This reviving treatment will rehydrate your thirsty skin. It will instantly leave your hands feeling intensely hydrated and incredibly soft to the touch. High five to beautiful hands!

Please note that manicure and pedicure treatments cannot be booked on their own and need to be accompanied by a body or facial treatment.
The best way to unwind is to put your feet up. Recline and relax from top to toe in the serene setting of our Pedicure Lounge, while enjoying stress-relieving foot treatments. Indulge your feet with specialised foot treatments that use Margaret Dabbs’ award-winning Fabulous Feet products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saxon Luxury Pedicure</strong></td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relax and renew tired, aching feet with a luxurious pedicure that incorporates the revitalising scent of the Saxon Signature fragrance. A milk bath soak and a Himalayan salt scrub will release tension from your feet, while softening and reviving the skin. The result? Re-energised, glowing feet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPI ProSpa Express Pedicure</strong></td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perfect quick de-stress for when you are in a rush, this spa pedicure experience features essential OPI ProSpa products and techniques to deliver an elevated experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPI ProSpa Signature Pedicure</strong></td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience the quintessential OPI ProSpa products as they soak, exfoliate, lock in moisture and soothe the callused feet. A regimen of relaxing massage and acupressure techniques complete this rejuvenating treatment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPI ProSpa Pamper Pedicure</strong></td>
<td>90 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indulge your feet in the ultimate pedicure experience where you will benefit from unparalleled callus softening, exfoliation, moisturisation and protection, while revelling in an extended acupressure massage designed to reduce stress.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Margaret Dabbs Supreme Pedicure</strong></td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This signature pedicure treatment gives outstanding results that are hard to beat. Indulge your feet in the full range of Margaret Dabbs products, finished off with a deeply relaxing foot bath and rejuvenating massage. You will experience pure foot transformation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Margaret Dabbs Foot Massage</strong></td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feet feeling jetlagged and swollen? Indulge them with this stress-relieving massage that allows you to lie back, unwind and recharge. The treatment is guaranteed to refresh tired, overworked feet, leaving them feeling relieved, revived and lighter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPI Gel Colour Overlay</strong></td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy the luxury of a manicure that lasts, with the world’s leading brand of gel polish. It applies like polish and lasts like gel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gelish Colour</strong></td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gelish Colour applies like polish and lasts like gel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gel Soak-off</strong></td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saxon Pressure Point Foot Massage</strong></td>
<td>45 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling stressed-out and tense? This calming treatment will relieve stress and tension in your feet, while the massage of key pressure points will have a calming and healing effect on the rest of your body. You will leave with a spring in your step.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PerfectSense Paraffin - Upgraded treatment</strong></td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our heated paraffin is perfect for dehydrated feet that look cracked and dry. This reviving treatment will rehydrate your thirsty skin, it will instantly leave your feet feeling intensely hydrated and incredibly soft to the touch. Please note that manicure and pedicure treatments cannot be booked on their own and need to be accompanied by a body or facial treatment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOW TO SPA

Pre-booking
Pre-booking is essential in planning your perfect spa day. Please speak to one of our spa consultants to assist you in planning your memorable spa day. To optimise your spa experience with us, please fill in your consultation card prior to arrival by following the link on your confirmation email.

On Arrival
On your arrival at the Saxon Spa, you will be welcomed with a taste of our signature blend African tea. You will be issued with a locker and a luxury velour robe, slippers and amenities. If you have not filled in your electronic Guest Consultation Card online, you will be requested to fill it in on your arrival.

Pre-treatment Spa Journey
Please arrive at least one hour prior to your treatment time to enjoy the state-of-the-art facilities provided.

We recommend that you make use of our spa facilities prior to the start of your treatments. This ensures that all the lovely products are absorbed in your skin after the treatment.

Start your spa journey with 10 minutes spent relaxing in the heated, indoor jacuzzi pool, whilst a waiter helps you choose a signature health juice from our juice bar. The brave can have a quick dip in the cold plunge pool for the therapeutically beneficial kneipp therapy, which reduces fatigue, stimulates energy levels and induces a state of relaxation. On a warm, sunny day, take 10 minutes to lounge and bask in the sun at the outdoor pool.

Begin your treatment journey with a 10 minute steam or sauna to start the process of ridding your body of toxins. After this, move to the flotation therapy for the start of your ultimate relaxation experience. You can then proceed to the main spa facilities where you can enjoy a meal from our Spa menu. Finally, spend some quiet time enjoying our relaxation area, where you can read a book, or bond with your partner or friend.

Post-treatment Spa Journey
Unwind and re-awaken your body and mind after your treatment therapy in the silent area for 5 minutes, where you will be offered a healing tea specially selected to complement your treatment experience. You can then proceed to the main spa facilities where you can enjoy a meal from our Spa menu. Finally, spend some quiet time enjoying our relaxation area, where you can read a book, or bond with your partner or friend.

Gifting
A generous variety of gifts are available from our interactive gift store, should you wish to treat a special someone. A Saxon Spa retreat makes the most sought-after gift. Saxon Spa gift cards are available and can be chosen and customised to the individual. All our retail spa products are available to support your skin and body care needs.

Spa Consideration
Please remember that the Saxon Spa is a restful place of peace and tranquility. We therefore advise that you leave your cellphone and/or any other electronic devices in your locker to enhance your experience. To protect and respect the right to privacy of our guests, photography and videography will be monitored and will be limited at the discretion of the Saxon Spa. Please remember to be conscious and considerate of the other guests and their relaxation experience.
Welcome to the Saxon Spa, a sanctuary of the senses.
We look forward to taking you on a rejuvenating journey that will
restore your mind and body.

To ensure your utmost comfort throughout your spa experience,
and that of our other valued guests, we request that you kindly
take note of the following:

Your Spa Time
Pre-booking is absolutely essential. Please check availabilities to
avoid disappointment.

Please note that manicure, pedicure and waxing treatments
cannot be booked on their own and need to be accompanied by
a body or facial treatment.

Please arrive 20 minutes prior to your treatment session,
should you not be making use of the Saxon Spa hydro facilities.
When booking a massage therapy, please advise whether you
would prefer a male or female therapist.

A minimum spend of R950 on treatments is required to qualify for
use of the facility.

We pride ourselves on the tranquil and sophisticated environment
of our spa, so during your visit, please be mindful of the other
guests who are having treatments. We request that you please
silence, or preferably switch off your cellphone and leave it in
your designated locker inside the Saxon Spa to respect the other
guests enjoying the tranquility of the spa.

Kindly note that any inappropriate behaviour and any indecent
exposure will not be tolerated.

No eating or drinking is allowed in the hydro areas. Kindly note
that smoking is not allowed in the Saxon Spa or in the relaxation
gardens.

Dress Code
The Saxon Spa operates on a strictly no-nudity policy and any
indecent exposure will not be tolerated.
Swimming costumes must be worn at all times when using the
hydro facilities, and the provided gowns and slippers must be
worn throughout your stay with us.

Alcohol Consumption
For your best health and safety, we do not recommend excessive
consumption of alcohol before or after your treatments.
The dehydrating effects of these treatments, together with the
dehydrating effects of excessive alcohol consumption, are contra-
indicated. We request that all guests who choose to consume
alcohol should do so moderately and appropriately to respect the
sophistication and tranquillity of the spa. Please note that alcohol
availability will be restricted.

Special Consideration
Guests who have high blood pressure, heart conditions, are
pregnant or have any other medical complications, are advised
to consult their doctors before signing up for any spa treatments
and for any heat facilities. Kindly inform your spa therapist of any
existing medical conditions.

Age Restriction
No under 16s allowed.

Please note that children under the age of 16 are not permitted to
use the Saxon Spa facilities, have any treatments or to accompany
adult guests.

Opening Hours
The Saxon Spa is open daily from 08:00 to 21:00, including public
holidays.

On Booking
50% of the treatment cost will need to be made prior to the
appointment date in order to confirm the treatments. This can
be done via EFT or with credit card details, or a voucher number
provided.

Cancellations
Please note that a booking cancellation fee of 100% will be
charged on all bookings that are cancelled within 4 hours or less
of the appointment time.

A booking cancellation fee of 50% will be charged on all bookings
cancelled within 24 hours of the appointment time.

Safety Regulations
We request that you do not wear any jewellery during your spa
session, but to rather store your jewellery, electronic devices and
other valuables in the locker provided and keep the key with you
at all times.

Disclaimer
Guests are kindly requested to ensure that they take care of
their personal belongings. The Saxon Spa does not accept
responsibility for any loss or damage to property suffered as a
result of any cause whatsoever. Please note that the therapies
listed in this Spa Treatment Menu and the prices listed in the
Price List are subject to change without prior notification. Right of
admission reserved. E&OE.